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High levels of alkali-metal storage in thin films of hexa- peri -
hexabenzocoronene
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The affects of alkali-metal atoms on the electronic structure of disordered and highly ordered thin
films of the medium-size aromatic hydrocarbon hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene~HBC! have been
investigated by valence and core level photoelectron spectroscopies—ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy ~UPS! and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS!—and accompanying
quantum-chemical calculations. Deposition of Li or Na atomsin situ leads to new spectral features
in the UPS spectra, which are related to formerly unoccupied molecular states. The binding energies
and intensities of these features depend on the nature of the counterion. The smaller Li ion exhibits
a stronger influence on the electronic structure than its sodium counterpart. In the intercalation of
sodium into ordered films, a high degree of molecular order is preserved, and, at high deposition
levels, a surface dipole is formed that is associated with the layered structure of the compound.
Remarkably, high levels of alkali-metal storage of at least one alkali-metal atom for each four
carbon atoms have been observed, indicating clearly the potential use of these graphene materials in
lithium-ion batteries with a high charge-storage capacity. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1479717#
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INTRODUCTION

The development of new materials for high-density e
ergy storage represents one of the major challenges to
scientific community.1 Rechargeable batteries, in particul
‘‘lithium-ion’’ batteries, are one of the most important com
mercialized energy storage devices. The most common s
ture of lithium-ion batteries involves a lithium metal oxid
~e.g, LiCoO2! cathode, a lithium-conducting electrolyte, an
a carbonaceous anode. One limiting factor for the per
mance of this type of device is the specific charge capacit
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the electrodes. For graphite at ambient pressure, this is a
372 mA h/g, as obtained in the first stage lithium interca
tion compound~GIC! LiC6.1 To overcome this limit, a grea
deal of effort has been devoted to finding alternative el
trode materials. In this context, it has been shown rece
that high levels of lithium content, LiC2.67, can be attained in
either highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! at high
pressure2 or, up to a limit of LiC2, in highly disordered car-
bonaceous materials prepared from heat treatment of p
mers such as poly-para-phenylene.3

Large- and medium-size polycyclic aromatic hydroca
bons ~PAH’s! represent a new class of synthetic materi
with promising electronic properties.4,5 A novel synthetic
strategy allows the design of planar graphenelike na
il:
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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Scheme 1. Chemical formula of hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene.

objects with different sizes and functionalities in the perip
eral positions.6 These molecules represent model syste
that can provide new insights into the mechanism of alk
metal storage in carbon-based materials. In addition, for
plications in molecular electronics, particularly for the dev
opment of molecular nanowires,5,7,8 it is of prime importance
to increase the conductivities of molecular solid films. Pot
tial charge carriers might be created by oxidizing or reduc
the p-conjugated molecules, by forming charge trans
salts.9 For the generation ofn- or p-type charge carriers, th
term ‘‘doping’’ has been used, in analogy to inorgan
semiconductors,10 although, since the origin and mechanism
are different, perhaps other terminology may be more app
priate. The reduction ofp-conjugated molecules in thin soli
films may easily be achieved by the addition of alkali-me
atoms.9 In this context, finding suitable dopant species~or,
‘‘intercalation’’ species, if one so chooses! is an essential step
towards the control of the electronic properties of the cho
molecular system.

Here, we report the results of a study of the doping
molecular solid films of the medium-sized aromatic hyd
carbon hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene~HBC, C42H18!, using
lithium or sodium atoms. In order to understand the influen
of structural order in the doped film on electronic properti
samples with a different degree of molecular order have b
investigated. The HBC molecule, as sketched in Schem
can be viewed as a well-defined segment of a graphene s
The D6h symmetry results in a number of degenerate el
tronic states. Most notably, the highest occupied~HOMO!
and lowest unoccupied~LUMO! molecular orbitals are both
doubly degenerate. The evolution of the valence band e
tronic structure as a function of the addition of Li and N
atoms to thin solid films, monitored by x-ray photoelectr
spectroscopy~XPS!, has been studied by ultraviolet phot
electron spectroscopy~UPS!. To aid in the interpretation o
the experimental data, quantum- chemical calculations on
charged molecule, without the counterions, were perform

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

HBC films with a nominal thickness of 20 nm were pr
pared by vapor deposition in ultra high vacuum~UHV! at a
base pressure of 5310210 mbar onto various substrates, ch
sen specifically to provide films with a high or low degree
molecular order. The film thickness was monitored usin
quartz microbalance. As described elsewhere,7 a deposition
at a rate of about 3 Å/min onto freshly cleaved, highly o
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 130.236.171.52. Redistribution subject to A
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ented pyrolitic graphite~HOPG! ~ZYB quality, Union Car-
bide Corp.! results in epitaxially ordered, polycrystallin
films formed in a layer-by-layer growth, with the molecul
planes oriented parallel to the@0001# surface of the substrate
The lateral dimensions of these molecular crystals are on
micrometer scale. Evidence for strong intermolecular int
actions due top-p stacking of the HBC molecules aligne
parallel to each other has been found with UPS. On the o
hand, highly disordered films are obtained by deposition o
oxidized Si wafers, or polycrystalline Au films. Here, th
HBC films are made up of grains with diameters between
and 30 nm. X-ray absorption spectroscopy and atomic fo
microscopy did not indicate any significant degree of late
order or azimuthal orientation of the adsorbed molecu
Sodium was deposited on either the epitaxially ordered
highly disordered molecular films. However, since the Li~1s!
binding energy is near that of the Au~5p! level, lithium atoms
were deposited on disordered films grown on oxidized
wafers as substrates.

Deposition of Li- of Na-atoms was carried out in a sep
rate preparation chamber of the photoelectron spectrom
by a stepwise increasing deposition from standard SAE
alkali getter sources that were carefully degassed prior to
experiments. During the vapor deposition steps, the cham
pressure was always less than 231029 mbar. However, the
sample resided inside a copper cylinder held at less than
K, wherein the total pressure is near 1310210 mbar, as de-
termined in separate experiments. This environment ass
minimal oxidization during the alkali-metal deposition. O
the other hand, the substrates were held at room tempera
during deposition of the metal atoms. Eventually, to obt
indications of thermodynamic stability, samples were a
nealed at up to 550 K for 10 min.

UPS and XPS measurements were performed in an e
tron spectrometer designed and constructed in Linko¨ping.
UPS was carried out with monochromatized HeI ~21.22 eV!
radiation, with an applied sample bias of 50 V. Spectra
standard~e.g., gold! substrates are well reproduced with th
50 V bias, but real angle-dependent UPS is somewhat c
promised. The ionization potentials of both pristine a
doped samples were obtained through the energy of the
off of the secondary electron spectrum, as discus
elsewhere.11 The net energy resolution during UPS w
about 0.2 eV, as determined from the 90%-to-10% inten
points of the Fermi edge of a clean gold substrate. All spe
were recorded under identical conditions~sample position,
light intensity, electron-energy-analyzer settings and ot
recording parameters!, and plotted on an energy scale rel
tive to the vacuum level. After each step of deposition of t
alkali metals, the nominal stochiometry was determined
XPS from the intensity of the C, O, and Li or Na~1s! core-
level lines. The energy resolution for XPS was about 1.4
and 0.7 eV, for nonmonochromatized Al~Ka! and Mg~Ka!,
respectively, as determined from the width of the Au~4f! sub-
strate core-level lines. After subtraction of the Shirley bac
ground, as motivated elsewhere,12 the individual spectra, in-
cluding both main structures and shakeup satellites, w
integrated. Finally, each value was divided by the particu
sensitivity factor based on the photoelectric cross secti
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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10856 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 24, 22 June 2002 Keil et al.
for Mg~Ka! or Al~Ka! radiation.13 The experimentally de-
termined transmission function of this electron energy ana
sis system is flat over the energy regions of interest, and
corrections for transmission are not necessary. Given
rather low-energy resolution of the XPS data, no attempt w
made to discuss the lines shapes or even the binding en
or of the core-level lines. XPS data were used only to mo
tor the amount of each element in the samples. On the o
hand, no distinguished fine structure or sudden binding
ergy changes were detected during metal atom depos
that could have indicated the formation of stoichiomet
phases of the compounds.14

QUANTUM-CHEMICAL CALCULATIONS

The geometric and electronic structure of pristine or
duced HBC molecules was modeled as follows. The geom
ric parameters were determined using the semiempirical A
tin model 1 ~AM1! Hamiltonian.15 Then the optimized
geometry was used as input to the electronic structure ca
lations carried out using the valence effective Hamilton
~VEH! method.16,17In order to compare the calculated resu
with the UPS spectra, the energy spectrum of the molec
eigenvalues was convoluted with Gaussian functions wit
full width at half maximum~FWHM! of 0.7 eV, as used
previously.7 Since Hartree–Fock-based methods are kno
to provide valence electronic structures which are too w
in energy, the simulated density of valence states~DOVS!
was contracted by a factor of 1.1 eV~see discussion in Ref
7!. Finally, the spectra were rigidly shifted to lower bindin
energies to account for solid-state polarizations effects.18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The UPS spectra of ordered and disordered pristine H
films have been described previously7 ~see also the sectio
titled Experimental Procedures, above!. The spectrum for the
disordered films is replotted here for reference in Fig. 1~a!. It
exhibits two strongp-derived features: the peak at 5.8 e
~labeled 1! represents three electronicp states, and the pea
at 7.1 eV~labeled 2! represents sixp states. Generally, the
deposition of alkali-metal atoms leads to the appearanc
new features in the low-binding-energy portion of the sp
trum, indicating charge transfer from the Li or Na atoms
the HBC molecules.

First, films with a low degree of molecular order a
discussed. Figure 1, panels~b! to ~g!, displays the evolution
of the spectra with increasing Na deposition. For low de
sition levels, a single peak~labeled 1* ! with a tail on the
low-binding-energy side appears at about 4.1 eV. For lar
doping levels, this tail develops into a strong second pea
3.1 eV ~marked as 2* !. The formation of the new structure
is accompanied by a reduction of the work function fro
4.060.1 eV to 2.160.1 eV. No spectral weight is observed
the vicinity of the Fermi level, at any doping level. Furthe
more, for levels of up to about 8.960.5 Na atoms per mol-
ecule, the amount of oxygen, which is a sensitive indicat
of an oxide layer at the surface, did not increase, and sta
well below 2% of the number of C atoms. This demonstra
the following:
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~a! the atoms penetrate into the film, such that the s
face is not covered by a metallic alkali film, and

~b! the film remains semiconducting~but this does not
negate an increase in conductivity!.

To explore the origin of the new spectral features, t
results of quantum-chemical calculations of the pristine a
reduced states of the HBC molecule are used. The res
plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, indicate that the additional electro
lead to a geometrical deformation of the molecule in t
reduced state as compared to the ground state. This lea
a lifting of the degeneracy of electronic levels, an effe
commonly known as the Jahn–Teller effect. Above a leve
about 10 electrons per molecule, however, an instability
the molecular structure, characterized by a breakage of
molecular bonds, appears. These theoretical results are
sistent with the experimental spectra, especially indicat
the formation of two charge-transfer-induced structures.
agreement with the experimental observations, only one p
appears at low doping levels. In the theoretical results, u
addition of more than 8 electrons, this peak is accompan
by a second one at lower binding energies. The remarka
agreement between experiment and theory appears to
firm the validity of a the simple picture corresponding to t
filling of unoccupied molecular orbitals with the addition
electrons: peak 1* arises from filling of both the doubly de

FIG. 1. Evolution of thep region of HeI UPS spectra of a 20 nm thick HBC
film supported on polycrystalline Au as a function of increasing Na depo
tion. Dotted curves correspond to intensities multiplied by a factor of 8. T
following Na per molecule ratios and work functions are observed:~a! pris-
tine, f54 eV; ~b! 0.6 Na/molecule,f52.6 eV;~c! 1.1 Na/molecule,f52.4
eV; ~d! 1.6 Na/molecule,f52.4 eV; ~e! 6 Na/molecule,f52.2 eV; ~f! 8.9
Na/molecule,f52.1 eV; ~g! 13 Na/molecule,f52.1 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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generate original LUMO, and one additional orbital at low
binding energy; these are separated by only 0.2 eV. The
pearance of just one new peak 1* in the ~HBC!26 spectrum
of Fig. 2~d! has its origin in the Gaussian function convol
tion of the three eigenvalues. A charge population analysi
the sextuply charged molecule~HBC!26 indicates the spatia
distribution of the additional electrons as plotted in Fig.

FIG. 2. VEH-simulated spectra of HBC and its reduced states HBC22,
HBC42, HBC62, HBC82 and HBC10-. Panel~g! allows the comparison with
the UPS spectra of pristine HBC film@Fig. 1~a!# and HBC plus 1360.5 Na
atoms/molecule@Fig. 1~g!#.

FIG. 3. AM1-calculated spatial distribution of the six additional electrons
the HBC62 reduced state. Each of the biggest 12 circles symbolizes20.41
extra charges. This leads to a total extra charge of 4.9 electrons at the
periphery positions. The remaining 1.1 electrons are spread out over th
of the molecule.
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 130.236.171.52. Redistribution subject to A
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The excess charge is stored on the periphery of the molec
This charged molecule is also highly symmetric~D6h!, with
uniform bond lengths in the innermost ring of the molecu
Adding more than six electrons requires the filling of ad
tional orbitals, which results in the appearance of peak 2* in
the spectra of Fig. 2, panels~e! and ~f!. These orbitals are
separated from the first group by between 1 and 1.8 eV.
shown by the comparison with the experimental curves
Fig. 2~g!, the absolute binding energies of the two dopin
induced peaks~labeled 1* and 2* ! are, however, not per
fectly reproduced in the theoretical results. The main reas
for disagreement are related to the fact that the calculat
do not include explicitly the nature of the counterions a
electron correlation effects.19,20

To address the influence of the nature of the counterio
a series of doping experiments were performed on H
films by varying the counterion. Films with a low degree
molecular order have been doped with smaller Li atoms
stead of Na atoms. The UPS valence band spectra are sh
in Fig. 4. The differences, with respect with the Na case,
striking. Instead of the well-separated two peaks only
single but broad structure appears, initially at 3.1 eV bind
energy~labeled 1* !. This peak eventually grows in intensit
with increasing doping. After additional deposition of Li a
oms, the peak energy maximum is shifted to about 3.5

f

12
est

FIG. 4. Evolution of thep region of the HeI UPS spectra of a 20 nm thick
HBC film adsorbed on oxidized Si as a function of increasing Li depositi
The following Li per molecule ratios and work functions are observed:~a!
pristine, f53.7 eV; ~b! 1.7 Li/molecule,f52.1 eV; ~c! 3.0 Li/molecule,
f52.3 eV; ~d! 5.4 Li/molecule,f52.3 eV; ~e! 6.9 Li/molecule,f52.4 eV;
~f! 10.3 Li/molecule,f52.3 eV; ~g! 10.9 Li/molecule,f52.3 eV; ~h! 12.6
Li/molecule,f52.2 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~labeled 2* !. Compared to the Na experiments, the order
appearance of the new structure in the spectra seems
reversed: at low deposition levels, the additional struct
arises predominantly on the low-binding-energy side of
spectra, near the Fermi level, and results in the appearan
peak 1* , whereas for higher levels, new structure gro
mainly in the region between peaks 1 and 1* . Moreover, in
contrast to the Na case, in the Li case the shift of the Fe
level takes place more suddenly, already at very low Li c
centration, and then remains almost unchanged up to
highest levels. Small differences in the measured value of
Fermi level, as observed in Figs. 4~b! to 4~f!, are within the
resolution, about 0.2 eV, in the determination of the wo
function. Lithium ions are expected to interact somewhat d
ferently with the molecules than sodium ions.21 Because of
the smaller ionic radius, the positive charges on the Li-me
ions are located closer to the HBC molecules and can po
ize the molecules more strongly. The presence of the lith
ions should then result in a stronger localization of electr
on specific parts of the molecule,22 which can lead to a fur-
ther stabilization of specific orbitals. Furthermore, t
lithium atom in such charge-transfer salts is close to the
valent bonding regime23–25 and might therefore have
greater influence on the electronic structure of the molecu
as compared to sodium.

Additional experiments were carried out on order
HBC films grown on HOPG@0001#. For this type of sample
the Na/C ratio cannot be precisely determined using X
because of the presence of an unknown amount of inten
in the C~1s! signal from the HOPG substrate. Instead, for
estimation~better than an order of magnitude!, the Na con-
centration, as given in the caption of Fig. 5, was estima
from the intensity of the Na~1s! line by comparison with tha
of the HBC film, prepared on a gold substrate under oth
wise identical conditions. The UPS spectra are shown in
5, as a function of increasing deposition of Na atoms. Aga
as in the case of less ordered films, two new peaks app
Generally, the spectra are very similar to those of less
dered films, which is consistent with the minor influence
the Na ions on the spatial electron density distribution wit
the molecules. However, two main differences are observ
First, the two new features~labeled 1* and 2* ! appear to-
gether already at very low deposition levels. Second,
whole spectrum shifts to lower binding energies for high
doping levels. Remarkably, except at very low doping leve
this shift seems to be linear with the amount of sodium
posited.

The uniform decrease in binding energy of all the sp
tral features, by about 0.8 eV, between low and high inter
lation levels, while the overall shape of the valence ba
spectrum is retained, is caused by a doping-level-depen
acceleration of the escaping photoelectrons in the sur
region as a result of the formation of a surface dipole lay
The existence of such a dipole layer is related to the mole
lar order in the films, since it is not observed for the dis
dered films. It is known that the HBC molecules are orien
with the molecular planes parallel to the surface in films w
thickness up to at least 10 nm.7 It seems that this dipole laye
appears because of the layered structure of the film, wh
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 130.236.171.52. Redistribution subject to A
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might be thought of as arising from an exclusive surfa
termination by alkali-metal ions~but possibly even involving
several layers below the surface!. This surface dipole layer
may be a result of a slight tendency for surface segrega
of a small amount of sodium atoms~ions! in ordered films,
whereas in disordered films, a more homogeneous distr
tion of the alkali-metal atoms should occur.

The amount of surface oxygen contamination, from t
residual gases, is another indication for the presence
alkali-metal atoms at the surface. In the ordered films,
moderate Na concentrations, the O/Na ratio is about
That is, the amount of oxygen increases with increas
deposition levels. On the other hand, for similar doping le
els the disordered films remain almost unaffected by oxi
tion. These results are in agreement with an exclusive sur
termination by alkali-metal ions in the molecularly order
films. These results also argue against any possible bui
of charge at the film–substrate interface as a possible ex
nation of the binding energy shift observed for ordered film
Note that a more quantitative investigation of the io
diffusion process using angle-resolved XPS, to determine
Na/C ratio as a function of angle of the emitted electrons
not possible because of the contribution of the HOPG s
strate to the intensity of the C~1s! signal. The presence of
surface dipole is further supported by the observation of

FIG. 5. Evolution of thep region of the HeI UPS spectra of an 20 nm thick
HBC film supported on HOPG as a function of increasing Na deposit
The dotted curves denote intensities that are multiplied by a factor o
The estimated Na-per-molecule ratios and work functions are~a! pristine,
f54.3 eV; ~b! 0.6 Na/molecule,f53.2 eV; ~c! 1.9 Na/molecule,f53 eV;
~d! 3.9 Na/molecule,f52.9 eV; e! 6.2 Na/molecule,f52.5 eV; ~f! 11.6
Na/molecule,f52.2 eV.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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appearance of two new peaks already at low deposition
els, features 1* and 2* in Fig. 4. This splitting occurs be
cause of the simultaneous occupation of several orbital
the outermost layers of the film that are preferentially
cessed in surface-sensitive spectroscopies. It is worth po
ing out that this effect is different from an initial-state chem
cal shift caused by charge transfer~as measured relative t
the Fermi level!, which was recently observed on submon
layers of K atoms absorbed on graphite.26 The above obser
vations implicitly indicate the survival of molecular order
the HBC films~on HOPG! upon doping. On the other hand
in contrast to the behavior of less-ordered HBC films, a
nealing of the ordered samples at 550 K does not result
dedoping of the films. Therefore it is suggested that for cr
talline HBC material, as for various C60 intercalation
compounds,14 alkali-metal-atom doping results in the form
tion of thermodynamically stable phases with ordered arc
tectures.

The maximum doping level that can be achieved in so
films of HBC was addressed by studying the saturation
havior of the doping-induced valence band features 1* and
2* . The integrated intensities~area under the curves! of these
features are then proportional to the density of the ne
occupied density of states~DOS! weighted by the photoelec
tric cross sections. The evolution of this area with increas
alkali-metal deposition is shown in Fig. 6. For Li-doped d
ordered HBC films, saturation is achieved at a doping le
of about 10.960.5 Li atoms per molecule, which corre
sponds to a C/Li ratio of 3.8560.2. This level~LiC3.85! is
significantly higher than that reported to be obtained un
ambient pressure for the stage-1 graphite intercalation c
pound LiC6.27 For the Na-doped disordered HBC films, th
saturation level is between 8.960.5 and 1360.5 atoms per
molecule, which corresponds to C/Na ratios of about 460.7.
In this case~Na doping!, almost no oxygen contaminatio
could be observed, up to a level of about 6 Na atoms

FIG. 6. Area under the curve of new features in the UPS spectra for incr
ing Li deposition onto a 20 nm thick HBC film adsorbed on oxidized
~filled circles! and for increasing Na deposition onto a 20 nm thick HB
film adsorbed on polycrystalline Au~filled triangles! as a function of the
number of alkali-metal atoms per molecule.
Downloaded 19 Jun 2002 to 130.236.171.52. Redistribution subject to A
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molecule, after which oxidation increases somewhat, but
O/C is still less than 0.04 at a level of 8.960.5 Na atoms per
molecule. Note also that, for the ordered films, the O/C ra
increases linearly with doping level, from almost zero in
pristine sample to about 0.02 at the highest doping level

It is clear from this work that very similar high levels o
doping of thin films of HBC molecules in UHV are achieve
with either Li or Na atoms. Note that such high levels
alkali metal atom storage have been observed recentl
other polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, for example,
perylene.28

CONCLUSION

In the framework of the development of competitive e
ergy storage systems based on environmentally friendly
ments, future applications of carbon-based molecular m
rials for use as new types of electrodes can be foreseen.
shown here that high levels of Li and Na storage in films
the aromatic hydrocarbon hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene ca
be achieved. The combined results of photoelectron spec
copy and quantum-chemical calculations reveal that
n-doping depends on both the type of alkali-metal atom e
ployed and on the molecular order of the film. The smaller
ion is found to have a stronger influence on the electro
structure than Na ions. In the alkali-metal doping of order
films, molecular order is likely to be preserved, which cor
sponds to the formation of thermodynamically stable phas
However, near room temperature, the Na intercalation of
ordered film is less efficient than that for disordered film
Importantly, these present results indicate that batteries b
upon HBC molecules may be fabricated with a charge s
age capacity higher than that in currently available lithiu
ion batteries based upon conventional graphite anodes.
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